
Report on Management Development Training at IRMA (2
nd

 to 6
th

 July 2018) 

 

Learning points 

 Whenever we do anything in our professional life keep asking whether it is 

going to be beneficial for the community I am working. 

 Interact with the community and learn from them. Don’t impose our ideas into 

them instead seek their ideas. 

 Our success is not achieved at the expense or exclusion of the success of others. 

As an organization in the development sector we cannot work in an isolated 

manner, i.e. the community and organization has to work together as a team. 

 In evidence based decision making process a new method ‘Analytic Hierarchy 

Process (AHP)’ was learned. 

 A single leadership style cannot be pursued while managing a team; the 

leadership style varies based on the readiness level. 

 

 

Suggestions for future batch trainings 

  

 Motivation session should be more activity oriented one rather than theoretical. 

 Sectoral best practices should focus more on the best practices of 

Kudumbashree. 

 

Suggestions for improving systems in Kudumbashree/ for improving HR 

management/ capacity building 

 

 While conducting a training or program time should be managed without any 

fail. 

 Cross learning is important in an organization like Kudumbashree, so up to a 

certain level of hierarchy the employee’s domain can be changed once in every 

six months. 

 

 

 

 



How I was benefited 

 

 Learned how well the time could be managed. 

 How a proposal should be prepared and what are the common errors we commit 

in written communication. 

 Understood that positive reinforcement and rewards are my motivational 

factors. 

 

Three resolutions which I took after the training 

 

 Will do a self assessment and redefine the goals based on priorities and needs. 

 Will create a to-do list and constantly check whether I have accomplished them. 

 Will focus on starting need based enterprises while keeping the target to be 

achieved. 
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